List of Notifications and Status Messages
This page is a working document to capture all possible notifications and status messages required in the Cloud 4 All tools, and relates to GPII752.

notification-overlay-status.pdf
(events in brackets, not part of the message)
exchangeable words in underline
buttons in bold
other information in grey

Overlay notifications (page 1)
* Can appear with the A PMT/PCP closed or with B PMT/PCP opened

1
(token detected, preferences applying)
Cloud for All account detected.
Applying your preferences.

2
(logging-in, preferences applying, if it takes a while)
Applying your preferences.

3
(logged-in)
Your preferences have been applied.
dismisses when user clicks/moves focus outside the notification, after 3 seconds

4

(saving and applying preferences)

Saving & applying your preferences.

5
(conditions changed)
Conditions have changed.
Applying name preference set.
Cancel

6
(conditions changed, set applied)
Name set has been applied.
Undo
X (close)

7
(error reading token)
Problem reading Cloud for All USB:
(description of why?)
Try again
X (close)

8
(error logging in)
Problem logging in:
check your internet connection (or other description of why?)
Try again (back to login screen)
X (close)

9
(error applying preferences, overlay and on PMT)
The following preferences are not available on this device: list of preferences (links to PMT preference set)
Best matches have been made where available.
Modify (opens PMT preference set)
X (close)

10
(logging-out with token)
USB key has been removed.
Logging out of Cloud for All.
Cancel

11
(logging-out with button in the PMT)
Logging out.
Cancel

12

(logging-out with button, USB still plugged in)
Logging out.
Remember to take your USB stick!
Cancel

13
(logging-out with token, no tool open)
Cloud for All logout successful.

X (close)
dismisses when user clicks/moves focus outside the notification, after 3 seconds

(logging-out with token, tool open, back to login launch screen)
no notification

(logged-out with button, back to login launch screen)
no notification

14
(logged-out with button, USB still plugged in, back to login launch screen)
Cloud for All logout successful.
Remember to take your USB stick.
X (close)
dismisses when user removes USB

PMT notifications (page 2)
1
(account created, pmt main screen)
Account created!
Edit your preferences using this editor.
dismisses when user clicks/moves focus outside the notification

2
(some preferences are unavailable)
The following preferences are not available on this device: list of preferences (links to preference family)
Best matches have been made where available.

3
(application/device requires restart)
The following preferences will require restart on saving: list of preferences (links to preference family)

4
(set statuses)
Name set saved.
Name set modified ( undo? )
Name set created.

Preference family notifications (page 2)
2
(preference unavailable)
Unavailable on this device. Text size has been modified.
Edit text size (jumps to text size)

Other (page 2)
5
(PMT closed for the first time, PCP introduced)
Open a quick editor at anytime by:
(keyboard, mouse, touch, gesture, voice, etc. )

6
(Unsaved changes and switching sets)
Name set haas unsaved changes. Would you like to save?
Save
Cancel
X (close)

